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Since @xtrixcyclexand I seem to be among the last
people left to defend the DOJ, let me just read this story
along with y'all and tell you how it looks to me. Rod
Rosenstein, A Thread

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/i-can-land-the-plane-how-rose…

Up front, let me just say that anyone who says they KNOW RR is a black hat is full of

it. We have all seen things that makes us lean one way or another, but Rod has not

done anything (like get arrested) that shows he is a black hat. HE GOT THE

MUELLER INVESTIGATION TO THE END.

So Rod is the dude that appointed SC Mueller and shepherded his investigation to the

end, despite the massive efforts of Trump to appoint a black hat as AG (documented

by SC Mueller). He has overseen multiple convictions of Trump/Russia perps and

otherwise done the job.

A little louder for those in the back: HE STARTED THE MUELLER

INVESTIGATION AND GOT IT THROUGH TO THE FINISH LINE. Under very

difficult circumstances. You are surprised that he is a bit upset about media attacking

him? Or that Obama didn't do more? Tough Shit. But let's read

Someone leaked that RR had talked about wearing a wire and Trump wanted an

explanation. RR reassured Trump and made sure RR was still supervising the Russia

investigation. WHY IS THIS BAD?

BURIED LEDE: Now that we have the Mueller report, I wonder if the decision not to

charge was made early -- that would explain why Comey and RR both said Trump

wasn't a "target" (which he would be if they were investigating him criminally) as

opposed a "subject."

RR “The only commitment I made to POTUS about the RU investigation is the same

commitment I made to the Congress: so long as I was in charge, it would be

conducted appropriately and as expeditiously as possible. Everyone who actually

participated in the investigation knows that.”

If you dig this kind of thing, please follow. If you want to perp walk Dum Jr., follow

my band @dirkandthetruth
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• • •

Trump was utterly fooled: "Trump ended the call with Rosenstein thinking he was

“on the team after all,” one senior administration official said, adding that the

president has been further swayed by Rosenstein’s deference in meetings and other

settings."

RR is a world class wordsmith: "Rosenstein also told the president more than once

that he agreed Trump was being treated unfairly — though one person familiar with

the matter said Rosenstein was probably referring to media coverage rather than the

investigation itself."

RR has a very dry sense of humor: "“Last week, the big topic of discussion was, ‘What

were you thinking when you stood behind Bill Barr at that press conference, with a

deadpan expression?’ The answer is I was thinking, ‘My job is to stand here with a

deadpan expression.’ ”

"Former U.S. attorney Barbara McQuade...said she said she was mystified that he

would sign on to Barr’s decision that there was not a prosecutable obstruction case

against Trump when Mueller pointedly would not say that." Mueller did say that.

Can't be prosecuted while in office

Dear Obama official: F Off: “I think Rod’s intentions were largely in the right place,

but he was weak too many times when the country needed him to be strong,” said

Matthew Miller, a DOJ spokesman during the Obama administration.

END of article: DS Editorial - I'm a big fan of Obama, but I want to know too why he

didn't do more. If it's a national emergency -- and it was -- then you don't roll over

and play dead for Mitch. And that event took place way too late anyway.
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